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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, August 18
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests are still free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Properties for sale – Members can present one property for sale. Bring your For Sale
properties to the meeting, setup flyers on our For Sale table, and make some money
while you learn.
Vendor Parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
8:00 – 8:30 Evaluating Commercial Property with Josh Caldwell & Jim Culley
8:30 – 9:00 Rehabbing and Flipping Houses with Jim Culley & Josh Caldwell
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Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea
from so I could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do
a lot of good things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area and to be
prepared to give a 30 second intro of your business to the group.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of cub groups
now and you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to
supplement the main meetings.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com
website. This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in
one place. Find it under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…
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Commercial Meeting Tonight At 7 PM
Commercial Real Estate Investors Meeting Tonight At 7 PM
We have a lot to go over tonight
The Bellvue Deal is about to go under contract finally, That will start our due diligence phase.
Also we are taking a road trip to go and evalute the big multi-unit deal near Syracuse NY.
The meeting will be in the back room of the King's Restaurant in Heidelburg. That is the same plaza as
Walmart and Lowes.
see you soon
Josh

(August 9)

I have a big $ cash buyer looking for deals
Ok folks, I just met a buyer with deep pockets who is looking to buy some bargains. So if you have
anything that fits these criteria I have a buyer for it.
Now here are the criteria. There are only two criteria. Price doesn’t matter high or low. Location doesn’t
matter as long as it is in Western PA.
The criteria are something that is for sale for 75% of its market value or less. Basically a bit of a bargain.
This is Pittsburgh there are a lot of houses out there that fit this first criteria. The house can even be
listed on the MLS, so this is open to all of you agents as well.
The second criterion is that the property must be able to rent for enough to cover a traditional
mortgage. You can check the average rent for your property at rentometer.com and you can figure the
mortgage payment for any given property price at Amortization-calc.com.
Lastly, I met this guy at Robyn Thompsons Boot Camp, and THAT is the power of networking!!!!
If you have a property for my buyer, email me at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
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Cash Flow Game Tonight
When: Wed, August 5, 7pm – 9pm
Where: Eat 'n Park - Waterworks Plaza, 849 Freeport Rd, Pgh 15238
Description
All are welcome - members and non members alike. Beginners as well as Cashflow addicts and everyone
in between. We meet the 1st Wednesday of every month from 7:00pm until the game is over.
Cashflow is like Monopoly for investors. The first goal is to get out of the rat race by having your passive
income exceed your expenses (sounds like my real life goal). Then you pursue your dream. Like life there
are good deals, bad deals and risky deals. This is the place to take risks and push your comfort zone with
the game so that you can apply what you learn to your investing life.

(August 3)

New Week New Chance To Make Money in Real Estate
Happy Monday !!!!!
You can look at Monday two ways. It is either the start of a spirit
crushing work week or it is fuel to drive you towards financial freedom. I
prefer to think of Monday as the later.
___________________________________________________________________________________
Chance to make some money with a short term rental.
I got this message from REIA member Diana Cooper:
Josh,
I have a friend who needs a short term rental from sept-feb. 1 bedroom she 2 dogs. Works in Robinson.
Thanks,
Diana
Please email me if you have a property available for short term rental tallinproperties@gmail.com
___________________________________________________________________________________
On the subject or how to make money, we launched the rehabbing sub-group this week, special thanks
to Jim Culley.
I can hear some of you saying, I don’t do rehabs, why would I want to attend this sub group. Well you
don’t need to be a rehabber to make money in rehabs. you can wholesale ugly properties to
wholesalers, you can buy ugly houses well below market price and fix them for your buy and hold
rentals. Understanding the rehabbing process will make you a lot of money.
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We had a great turn out with 18 (It was closer to 25, we only counted peopel who signed in and I didn’t
sign in, so I know the number is wrong) on short notice. Everybody left with a better feel for what to
expect. We'll do a follow up meeting and expand further into the SOW (scope of work) process.
See you tomorrow.
Sent from my iPhone
Jim Culley
For those of you who missed this event, we toured several houses that were in the process of being
rehabbed, asked a lot of questions, and learned a new way to make money with houses that most
people won’t touch. We expect great things from this group.
$$$$$ Also I will be at Robyn Thompsons Rehabbing Boot Camp from August 5 th to the 10th. Education is
very important if you want to make money investing in real estate $$$ I travel to attend about 4
trainings per year on various real estate topics. Like my old coach used to say, if you aren’t getting
better, you are getting worse.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We talked about this during the last monthly REIA meeting, if you are a landlord this is very important.
NOTICE TO VACATE IN RESIDENTIAL LEASES
Under Pennsylvania law, a landlord must post or serve notice to vacate the property before evicting a
tenant. In the case of eviction for rent owed, the notice period must be ten days. This rule can be waived
in the lease, however. Most district magistrates will allow an eviction action to proceed without notice if
the lease specifically waives the right to notice. Here is a suggested waiver provision:
TENANT HEREBY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO NOTICE TO QUIT WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED BY
PENNSYLVANIA LAW INCLUDING THE LANDLORD TENANT ACT OF 1951 AS AMENDED.
TENANT AGREES TO GIVE UP POSSESSION OF THE LEASED PREMISES WITHOUT FURTHER
NOTICE UPON TERMINATION OF THIS LEASE.
Every landlord’s lease form in Pennsylvania should contain a provision like this. The provision is
especially important because other notice provisions in the lease, such as an early termination clause
upon 30 days notice, may be applied to extend the notice period. At least one district magistrate has
held such a provision to extend the notice period to 30 days.
Our firm represents landlords in eviction and other legal matters. Please call me if you have a question.
Rob Xides
Weisel, Xides & Foerster, LLP
412-471-4128
rgx@wxflaw.com
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Reminder Lou Brown Trust Sub-Group Meets This Wednesday
Next Meeting August 5th Thea has graciously found us a mobile notary that will come to the meeting and
notarize documents for us at $20 a head.
Whether they bring one document or five she will do it for $20. I promised her that we would have at least
10 people there to make it worth her wild. (I'll make announcements about this in the email and at the next
REIA group)
Location: 250 Mcholme Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15275
Time - 7 - 9 PM
Description: An informal and friendly Lou Brown Student meeting that provides support and information
for each other. All WPREIA members are welcome to attend who have purchased any or all of Lou
Brown's material. This group is focused on real life action and implementing of Lou's theories into
Pittsburgh real estate investor's businesses.
If you wish to buy the Lou Brown Trust course, you can attend this group,
just email Josh for details PittsburghREIA@aol.com

(July 31)

The Power of Networking
In the grand world of real estate investing we spend a lot of time talking about various investing
strategies. We talk about analyzing the numbers, we talk about negotiating, we talk about repair
estimating, we talk about market niches, and we talk a lot. The one thing that we don’t talk about
much is the value of networking with other like-minded individuals.
On the surface networking might sound like a social event. It might seem as if we are just looking for
new friends to spend our free time with. Granted, there are many real friendships that come out of
networking but making friends is not the goal of networking.
The goal of networking is to build a network. There is nothing more powerful than a network for anyone
in our business. Let me explain the power of a network in real world terms.
Let’s imagine that I am a brand new real estate investor who just attended a REIA meeting and made a
few contacts. Now I want to start buying and selling houses but I have no idea how to get started. So the
first thing that I do is that I email the nice young investor who talked to me about internet marketing to
pick his brain about getting started. At zero cost and maybe 15 minutes of my time, he teaches me his
Facebook marketing strategy for driving leads into his inbox. So now I am in business.
A few days go by and the marketing strategy actually starts to work. I have a seller contacting me about
an outdated house that didn’t sell on the MLS because it needs work. Now what am I going to do?
Well I also made a connection with an experienced wholesaler and a rehabber at that last REIA meeting.
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I am going to email both of them to see what they think.
The wholesaler thinks that I should take the property under contract and sell it to another investor at a
slightly higher price. He offers to help me if I agree to split the profit with him. I am excited. I have zero
dollars in this deal and about two hours-worth of effort and now we are talking about thousands of
dollars potentially coming into my pocket. The wholesaler is talking about using an option contract to tie
up the property and then we can flip the contract to make our money. I don’t really understand the
process but because I have a network, I don’t really need to know about this, I just need to partner with
the guy who does understand these things. Even though this property is in a working class neighborhood
and the house is ugly, I stand to make $3000 on this deal. That’s a lot more than my job pays per week.
Now the flipper has a different take on this deal. As he sees it, we can form a partnership but with a
different exit strategy. The flipper sees this house as a good flip opportunity. The flipper sees this as a
$50,000 profit. He knows that I have no idea how to collect on that $50,000 payday, so he also offers a
joint venture partnership. In this JV, I will finance the property, and he will co-ordinate with the workers
to get the house repaired. His numbers make sense to me, but he wants 50% of the profit on the back
end. Now I can look at this deal one of two ways. For $25,000 I will get a full coaching program on
flipping houses, or I can look at it like WOW I get $25,000 in a few months. I have investigated this
flipper and he is well known, legit, and well respected. I could learn a lot from this guy, and I get $25,000
to learn. No other school ever offered me money to learn.
So now, with my tiny three person network, I have some pretty serious opportunities in front of me. I
can choose the safe wholesale deal or I can take some risk for the bigger flip payoff.
The real power of networking is that as you expand your personal network you also expand your
knowledge base. No single investor will ever live long enough to learn everything about real estate. So
the goal of networking is to short cut your learning curve by leveraging the brains of others. In the real
estate investing world, it is knowledge that makes you money.

(July 29)

Anyone can do this and make money
As a rule I don’t like to talk about what I do. Partially because I value my privacy and partly because I
dont want the club to be all about me. I am sending out the details of this deal because any of you could
have done this same deal with little or no money.
I just completed a deal in the bombed out part of Alliquippa PA, it’s a great little town for turning out
NFL talent but it is a pure war zone for real estate.
The core of this deal is a solid brick 4 bed 2 bath house that hasn't been lived in for at least two years.
The house had a lot of mold growing on the top floor, a roof leak, dog feces on the carpet, cracked and
broken windows, and most importantly a motivated seller.
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The poor guy grew up in this house and he has concluded that being a landlord is not for him, did I
mention the dog crap?
I found this house by tracking expired listings and yellow lettering the owner. The house was listed at
$10,000. Did I mention that this property is in a war zone? So I wanted to help the guy out. I didn't
bother haggling on price, I wanted good terms. So my offer was $10,000 paid as $300 per month at zero
interest until paid, with the first payment due in 6 months. He quickly accepted.
Then with contract in hand, I marketed the property as a "handyman special" with 100% owner
financing. It took 3 weeks of tenant screening to find a guy with a steady income, crap credit, and
handyman skills. He is now fixing the house up on his own dime, while paying me $500 per month at 5%
interest for a total of $30,000 in principal.
If he completes the transaction, I will net more than $20,000 for a house that most investors would not
touch. If he fails to complete the payments, I will take an improved house back from him and make more
money. The title will stay in my name until he pays me off, so I will evict him like a renter if needed. I will
be inspecting his work every 30 days or so and he has to meet certain progress or he is in violation of my
contract and out he goes. So the pressure is on him to improve my house.
(July 27)

Rehab Tour This Saturday A New Subgroup is Born
Today is an important day. Today is the day that you either took action to improve your life or it is a day
that you didn’t. The good news is that you get to choose.
Imagine if money really did grow on trees, what will you do this week to water your tree?
NOW THE BIG NEWS, OUR REHAB SUB-GROUP GOES LIVE THIS WEEKEND WITH A REHAB
HOUSE TOUR. The only requirement to attend this event is that you have to be a Pittsburgh REIA
member. If you are not one of us now, you can become one by pasting this link into your browser and
bringing the form and a check to the rehab tour. Here is a link to the application.
For the rest of you, rehabbing is the biggest bang for your buck in real estate but you had better know
what you are doing. Don’t go it alone, get educated and make some real money.
Here are the addresses and itinerary for this Saturday's rehab tour. There are 3 stops. Only minutes
away from each other.
Let's meet at 10:00 at 245 Lansdowne Dr.,Verona 15147 (Please do not park across street,lady will call
cops)
This project has been cleaned out and ready for SOW preparation. We'll go thru room by room and
evaluate cost.
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It hasn't been started yet so it's a perfect entry level rehab. We'll discuss the very important preparation
of a SOW (scope of work) and pulling your cost estimate.
2nd stop is 6746 W.Barivista,Verona 15147
This one is in full swing. Here we can find out what to do when you open up walls.
3rd stop is 148 Golden Gate Dr.Penn Hills,15147
This is a completed rehab, on the market. This one had some surprises and how we handled them.
We do have a 4th one thats also is in full swing, 630 Elwyn Ave.
Springdale 15144
If time allows and people are interested we'll add it in as a bonus stop.
Any questions call any time ,,,,724-448-0562
James Culley
JSC Properties LLC
P.O.Box 2036
Lower Burrell,Pa 15068
724-448-0562 Cell
724-871-1382 Fax
jscproperties@comcast.net
www.jscproperties.net

In Additional News There Will Be A Commercial Sub-Group Road Trip To NY In August
As you know the commercial sub group is looking to purchase several commercial properties. Part of this
process is going to actually look at the property and see if what the seller is telling us turns out to be
true. We call the entire process due diligence. In that spirit we will be traveling to a town near Syracuse
NY to look at a $4,100,000 multiunit property. All are welcome to join us. We will be going up on August
14th and returning on the 15th. I’m looking at hotels now, more info to come. This will be our first group
road trip. I just wanted to give you time to mark it on your calendars.

(July 26)

Money and Education from Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors
2 really important things for Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors
As you all know there are several key elements to real estate success. I would put effort at 50% of the
equation but there are also other factors. If you want to make money, you need knowledge and that is
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what the Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors Association was built upon. Every REIA member knows that we
provide the best investor knowledge in the nation bar none.
We also work to gather all of the tools that you will ever need to make your real estate investing
profitable. So I have a few things for you on this Sunday afternoon as you prepare for the horrible events
that tend to befall people with jobs on Monday mornings.
First off, if you missed the last REIA meeting on Tuesday July 21st, then shame on you, you missed some
really great stuff. The highlight of that great stuff was Twilla Miller from Kansas City KS and her access to
hard money, bridge funding, construction loans, and pretty much any other sort of money that you
could use without going to a bank. You can contact her directly at tmiller@loanmls.com and tell her that
you are a PittsburghREIA member or you can email me directly at PittsburghREIA@aol.com and I will
make the connection for you. The highlight of Twilla’s presentation was that one of her lenders will go as
high as $1 Billion Dollars; that is a really big project. I have never personally looked at anything above
$20 million, and that was just an academic exercise for me.
Next up, we are currently working with the Allison Park Home Depot to gather a list of the top product
sales in each department, this should speed up your shopping at Home Depot and make your rehab
projects easier to price out.
Speaking of rehabs, I will be with Robyn Thompson for a week in August. There is still time to go to this
training with me. If you wish to go, then email me and I will get you the details. Robyn has made insane
amounts of money rehabbing houses and she really will tell you how she does it.
Lastly, I had a conversation with Lou Brown last week. Lou is a good friend and he does special deals for
the Pittsburgh REIA club. We are the only group he has ever done an all-day trust presentation for. You
can still get his trust course, the price is still $1495,but you have to go through me to get it at that price.
The next special deal from Lou Brown is the completion of the Little Enchilada as Lou calls it. Below is the
email that I got from Dennis in Lou Brown’s office
We have a lot of courses in the Whole Enchilada...
Since many Pittsburgh REIA people have vol 4&5 (Trusts), I would suggest
offering the Whole Enchilada Junior upgrade. WEJ is Vol 1-5, so they would
get vol. 1 Buying, vol. 2 Selling and Holding, and vol. 3 Negotiations.
WEJ sells for $3497 on our website and we can offer them a $600 discount
making the total $2,897 (If they already have vol 4&5Trusts, we deduct the
$1497 off of the $2897; therefore they can upgrade to WEJ, get Vol 1-3 for
$1400.
Here is a link to view the details of the Whole enchilada:
http://www.streetsmartinvestor.com/Tools/vmchk.html
Dennis Gentile
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If you wish to upgrade to the Whole Enchilada JR set of courses and get Lou Browns courses on Buying,
selling, and negotiating, then email Josh directly at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
If you are not already a member or if you know someone who should be a member, then please forward
them this link to the membership application, you might have to copy and paste it into your browser
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf.
The annual cost is a paultry $109. If you can’t save more than $109 per year with just the Home Depot
discount program then you really aren’t trying. The idea is to make you money with your membership
not cost you money.
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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